
Re KNL application for an Overall Benefit Permit under the Endangered Species Act

Some comments sent in to date

By Jason Kania:

In reading this proposal, I find that damage that will be done by the removal of so many trees and the 
damage to the habitat of threatened species would far outweigh any benefits that come from archiving 
samples and ongoing monitoring. This is a rather disingenuous attempt to green wash a development 
mitigation plan as having some benefit.

No archive nor tending of seedling for a few years can compensate for the death of 120 rare, mature 
trees. Likewise, working around the perceived habitat of the Blanding's Turtle will not prevent the 
death of turtles in the ares since their ongoing proximity to the development would pose a constant 
threat to their numbers.

Given the placement of this proposed development within the already protected South March 
Highlands, the right thing to do is to reject this proposal based on the future risks to numerous species 
and immediate damage that would be done were the development to proceed.

-----------------------------------------------------------
By Donna DuBreuil:

If, as the regulation states "overall benefit is grounded in the protection and recovery of species at risk 
and must include more than mitigation measures or "replacing" what is lost, it is difficult to see how the
proposal's stated potential approaches meet this criteria. This is a massive project that will have a major
impact in removing what is an important natural area. Given the extent of the residential and supporting
infrastructure proposed, it is very unlikely that retaining a small number of the 120 Butternut trees to be
removed qualifies as "overall benefit". Nor will archiving and tending to seedlings compensate for the 
destruction of 120 rare, mature Butternut trees. 

Studies have already been carried out that show the Blanding's Turtle population will not survive the 
development proposed for this site. The culvert passage that was created when the Terry Fox Drive 
extension was built is not used by Blanding's so, given the extent of the habitat loss and the significant 
increase in traffic generated by the proposed development, it will obviously lead to more road 
mortality, not less as conveyed as one of the approaches in the application. 

The proposal to "creating nesting and overwintering habitat near or adjacent to suitable wetland 
habitat" is highly speculative as experience demonstrates that wild species seldom follow our dictates 
with respect to populating 'created' habitat. The 2012 study " Structural and Functional Loss in 
Restored Wetland Ecosystems' found that "biological structure in restored or created wetlands 
recovered to only 77% (on average) of reference values, even 100 y after restoration", warning against 
this practice as a way to justify further degradation. 

This proposal should be rejected. Inappropriate development should not be allowed to trump the 
protection afforded by the Endangered Species Act. 

-----------------------------------------------------------
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By Fred Schueler

The proponent's proposals to "minimize adverse effects on individual members of each species" and 
"achieve an overall benefit for each species" are both corrupted by the words "may include." In a 
situation where a keystone area of habitat would be removed, there must be concrete detailed plans, 
based on local research into the populations to be affected, before "net benefit" can even be speculated 
about. With Butternut and Least Bitterns the habitat requirements are fairly well understood, and a 
prospective plan (which is not presented

here) could conceivably be evaluated. For a species as cryptic and wide-ranging as Blanding's Turtles, 
where the wintering habitat is so different among different populations, and a process such as wetland 
construction for mitigation of destroyed habitat, where the failure rate is so high, the only acceptable 
way to allow a plea of "net benefit" would be to first 1) support a research project to track and monitor 
the movement of the Turtles to see if there is a deficiency of nesting and overwintering habitat near the 
to-be-destroyed habitat, then 2) to create the new nesting and overwintering habitat, and then 3) support
a research project to track and monitor the movement of the Turtles to see if the new habitat features 
are used enough for the post-destruction population to be larger than that which is present now.

This would take at least a decade, and perhaps by then the proponent's financial backers would have 
lost interest or become impatient, 4) allowing the habitat to persist. The more merciful thing - for the 
Turtles, the proponent, and the ecosystem - is to treat the proposed "net benefit" scheme as the fantasy 
it has so clearly been composed as.

------------------------------------------------------------

By Paul Renaud (first comment):

The approval request submitted by KNL presumes that it is possible to mitigate the impact of its 
proposed development on the species-at-risk in this area.  In fact it is not possible to do so for the 
following reasons:

1. The proposal does not address all the species at risk that have been documented in this area via 
various environmental studies over the past 15 years, including the more recent study done for the 
CEAA approval of Terry Fox Drive Extension.  In fact, over 20 species at risk have been identified in 
various City, developer, and federal environmental studies.  These include Monarch Butterfly, 
American Ginseng, Western Chorus Frog, Jefferson Blue Salamander, and other SAR observed within 
the proposed development area within the past 5 years.

2. The population of Butternut trees has already been weakened and diminished by the prior approval 
of mitigation for the Terry Fox Road extension.  The CEAA Part A approvals resulted in the removal of
177 trees and several hundred more were removed after the Part B approvals. The applicant has 
provided no scientific basis to establish that a cumulative reduction of another 120 trees is sustainable.

3. The approval request by KNL, according to the City of Ottawa's Blanding's Studies, would destroy 
significant critical habitat, including nesting sites, of the largest known population of Blanding's Turtle 
in Eastern Ontario.  These studies clearly demonstrate that the Blanding's are dependent on nesting and 
eco-corridor passages that run throughout the proposed area of development.  This critical habitat is to 
be fully protected under the provisions of the ESA and the application for an exemption should be 
rejected on that basis alone.

4. Even assuming that the critical habitat protection requirement of the ESA might be ignored, The 
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City's risk assessment of this Blanding's Turtle population clearly demonstrates that an unacceptable 
level of risk to the survival of this population exists if development is to proceed pursuant to an 
approval by the MNR.

5. The applicant has also apparently failed to fully disclose or study the environmental impact of 
massive blasting needed to pulverize the Canadian Shield rock into a water permeable surface that is 
sufficient to absorb 74,000 cubic meters of storm water runoff for which KNL's Master Servicing Plan 
does not provide sufficient capacity for.  The City of Ottawa conducted a study that proved that this 
massive shortfall in capacity existed in KNL's plan, and according to the City of Ottawa study of 
stormwater alternatives completed in 2013,it appears that the proponent is attempting to compensate for
this shortfall via a massive blasting of the ground surface within the proposed development area.  Such 
a massive and extensive amount of blasting is clearly inconsistent with minimizing impact on the 
critical habitat of the Blanding's turtle as well as the critical habitat of other SAR within the 
development area.  Not only will there be massive ground disturbance, there is a significant risk of 
chemical poisoning due to the widespread distribution of explosives planned.

KNL's development plan is not sustainable.  Its environmental impact is significant and cannot be 
mitigated.  JUST SAY NO to it.

-----------------------------------------------------------

By Paul Renaud (supplementary comment)

This is an addendum to my previous comment.

1) If the MNR would like to review the documentation of 20+ SAR in the South
March Highlands, I can provide a spreadsheet which documents all official
studies in the area by species. This compendium brings into full clarity the
reason why no development proposal in the SMH should be permitted as an
exemption under the ESA.

2) The ESA act requires mandatory protection of critical habitat of SAR. It
provides for an exemption in the case where an alternative proposal would
provide a net benefit to SAR. This is intended to be used normally to enhance
critical habitat. KNL however, is attempting to apply this loophole to justify
a development proposal that fails to provide the best outcome for these
species.
In its application, Allowing an exemption on this basis would effectively
"gut" the ESA of any meaning.

3) KNL's methodology in its application for an exemption generally identifies
3 “alternatives”:
1- Proceed with the original development proposal. This has the greatest
impact on SAR and is clearly not allowed by the ESA. However, it papers the
ground by pretending to be a valid alternative.
2- Leave the SAR undisturbed. KNL in its application essentially admits
that this alternative has the least impact on SAR, but argues it is
“economically infeasible” due to the opportunity cost to KNL – i.e. losing the
opportunity to make $Millions. This economic argument is interesting only to
KNL but is not grounded in the requirements of the ESA, which contemplates only
that the economic assessment relates to the cost of protecting SAR – not the
cost of a developer’s future profits. In fact this very line of reasoning
appears to be rooted in a false presumption that development is always to
proceed and that the application merely needs to consider all aspects of it.
While this line of reasoning may be the case for applications under the EAA, it
is definitely not the case under the ESA which nowhere presumes under 17(2)(c)
that development should always proceed.
3- Proceed with a modified development proposal which has some minimal
accommodation for SAR. Clearly not enough, on a species by species basis, as
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documented by KNL - yet this is the alternative that KNL argues has the best
net benefit in view of the “costs” involved.

4) If the ESA is applied based on the intent of the legislation, the cost of
protecting SAR under alternative 2 is in fact nothing in all cases, since
nothing needs to be spent to maintain the status quo. In all cases where an
exemption is sought, alternative 2 clearly provides the greatest benefit to SAR
by leaving them undisturbed (per the intent of the legislation). I can find no
reference to lost future profits anywhere in the ESA and certainly not within
17(2)(c) criteria as a legitimate "cost" to be factored into an application for
net benefit. KNL also fails to cite any such reference where lost future
profit is admitted as a legitimate cost to be reckoned in weighing a
cost/benefit to SAR.

5) KNL’s application is under 17(2)(c) which states:
17. ...(2) The Minister may issue a permit under this section only if,
…
(c) the Minister is of the opinion that the main purpose of the activity
authorized by the permit is not to assist in the protection or recovery of the
species specified in the permit, but,
(i) the Minister is of the opinion that an overall benefit to the species will
be achieved within a reasonable time through requirements imposed by conditions
of the permit,
(ii) the Minister is of the opinion that reasonable alternatives have been
considered, including alternatives that would not adversely affect the species,
and the best alternative has been adopted, and
(iii) the Minister is of the opinion that reasonable steps to minimize adverse
effects on individual members of the species are required by conditions of the
permit;
KNL’s application clearly fails to meet criteria: 17(2)(c)(ii). Note that the
legislation requires all 3 tests to be met. Alternatives 1 & 3 in all cases
adversely impacts the species. When only legitimate costs of protection are
factored in, alternative 3 is in fact less attractive because money has to be
spent to protect SAR from negative impact of development only to result in less
benefit than simply leaving the SAR undisturbed (per alternative 2 which costs
nothing).

Per my prior comments, KNL has also not fully considered all the impacts of its
proposed development footprint on SAR (including the negative effect of a
widespread blasting program).

In summary it would be a serious perversion of the ESA to grant the exemptions
requested by KNL.

--------------------------------------------------------
By David Seburn

The overall benefit permit requested by KNL for this development cannot be granted. KNL must 
demonstrate a net benefit to the species. As the EBR posting states, an overall benefit “is more than ‘no
net loss’ or an exchange of ‘like for like’”.

The proposal states that the development will “destroy up to 124 hectares of Blanding’s Turtle habitat”.
If this enormous loss of habitat contains any wetlands that are known overwintering sites for the 
Blanding’s Turtle then the proposal must be rejected. Creating nesting habitat for turtles is potentially 
straightforward if done carefully. Creating appropriate wintering habitat is quite another. If turtles 
select an overwintering wetland with the wrong conditions they will die. If KNL is permitted to destroy
overwintering wetlands and create other ponds for the turtles to hibernate in then this would be an 
experiment. It would not be a net overall benefit to the species. 
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If the permit is to truly provide an overall benefit to the species then if >100 ha of habitat is to be 
destroyed than there should be >200 ha of additional primary habitat created. And that habitat should 
not consist of backyards and storm water ponds, but woodland habitat and complex wetlands, forming 
a network of connected habitats for this population. 

It is difficult to imagine how anything resembling an overall benefit can come from destroying >100 ha
of habitat. All the Blanding’s Turtles in that area must be re-located and somehow kept from returning. 
If even a few adult females are left behind and die during the process then this is not an overall benefit 
as the demographic structure of turtle populations requires extremely high rates of adult survivorship. 
Those turtles that are re-located may be moved to areas outside their normal home range. They will 
likely be disoriented and attempt to return to their previous home range as many trans-location studies 
have demonstrated. Turtles making such long distance movements are likely to have to cross many 
roads and face a high probability of being killed on roads.

Given that an individual Blanding’s Turtle can live for more than 50 years, any actions taken to benefit 
the species must be maintained for 50 yr at a minimum. This includes nesting habitats, fencing and 
created wetlands. Creating a nesting habitat that is only maintained for 20 years is not an overall benefit
to a species that can live for so long.

In conclusion, causing the death of Blanding’s Turtles and destroying >100 ha of their habitat is not an 
overall benefit to this species and this permit should not be granted.

------------------------------------------------------
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